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QUESTION: 1
Which statement best defines the term "bundle" as it applies to the Mac OS X v10.5 file
system?

A. A folder that is invisible in the Finder
B. A folder of files that the Finder displays as a single file
C. A folder of files that have been gathered and organized for deployment
D. A hierarchical directory structure containing resources geared for a specific purpose

Answer: D

QUESTION: 2
Which command-line tool can display the ID of a specific installation package?

A. pkgs
B. pkgutil
C. swupdate
D. packagemaker

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
In Mac OS X v10.5, which tool do you use to restore a multicasted image to a target volume?

A. asr
B. hdiutil
C. diskutil
D. Disk Utility
E. System Image Utility

Answer: A

QUESTION: 4
Your organization has 100 Intel iMac computers. You are creating a NetInstall image on a
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Mac OS X Server v10.5 computer. Which Automator action should you add if you want to
specify that the finished image can be accessed only by a specific subset of your iMac
computers?

A. Define Image Source
B. Filter Computer Models
C. Filter Clients by IP Address
D. Customize Package Selection
E. Filter Clients by MAC Address
F. Apply System Configuration Settings

Answer: E

QUESTION: 5
A Mac OS X Server v10.5 computer has the MAC address 0020114dbcef,the serial number
ABCD1234XYZ, and the IP address 10.0.0.4, which resolves to myserver.Company.com.
Which file will Mac OS X Server use to automatically configure the computer?

A. 10.0.4.plist
B. ABCD12.plist
C. myserver.plist
D. 0020114d.plist

Answer: C

QUESTION: 6
What is the main difference between a sparse bundle disk image and a sparse disk image?

A. The image data in a sparse bundle disk image is stored in single file, but the image data
in a sparse disk image is stored in multiple files.
B. The image data in a sparse bundle disk image is stored in multiple files, while the image
data in a sparse disk image is stored in a single file.
C. A sparse bundle disk image must be formatted as an HFS volume, while a sparse disk
image may use any format available for a Mac OS X volume.
D. As more files are added to a sparse bundle disk image, its file size increases, unlike a
sparse disk image, whose file size remains static as files are added.
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Answer: B

QUESTION: 7
As an Apple Certified System Administrator in Company.com.You are creating an
installation package named "Pass4sure Database Scripts".When users open the completed
package, they should see the license agreement. Then you should click _____to begin the
process of adding the license agreement in the interface shown above.

Answer: Edit Interface

QUESTION: 8
As an Apple Certified System Administrator in Company.com, what should you do to
synchronize the local Software Update service catalog with Apple's public Software Update
servers?

A. You should use command-line tool swupd
B. You should use command-line tool swsvrd
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